Ls3 performance

With every subsequent reiteration, the LS small-block has become more powerful, efficient, and
robust in its design. As the new power plant for the standard Corvette , the LS3 provided
consumers with exactly what they had been craving, unsurpassed performance. During this
period, GM had vested itself in the development of various efficiency-related engine campaigns,
such as that of Active Fuel Management. GM also sought to build a performance engine that
was capable of ultra-efficient combustion, which would thereby drastically reduce emissions
output, without making any concessions in the realm of horsepower and torque. GM earmarked
a period of no more than two years to design, test, and tune the engine that would eventually
carry the LS3 moniker. Also included was the addition of a new high-flow intake manifold and
less restrictive cylinder heads, that featured rectangular intake ports. Cumulatively, each of
these attributes would provide the LS3 with the level of efficiency toward which GM strived.
Upon its release, the LS3 proved to be one of the most advanced performance engines ever
produced by General Motors. As such, a great deal of the technology that found its way into the
newly designed LS3 had already been validated on the track, and in prior performance trials.
The infamous small-block also utilized intake valves that were 9-percent larger than those found
in the LS2, and 0. This composite intake utilized an acoustic shell to minimize ambient engine
noise. A dual-mode exhaust package was also offered for C6 Corvettes powered by the LS3.
This system utilized vacuum-actuated outlet valves that reduced engine noise under periods of
low-load. Under acceleration, these same valves would open, optimizing performance, and
leading to a 6-horsepower increase in output. The LS3 was also the benefactor of additional
technological advancements, which aided in throttle response and combustion efficiency. The
inclusion of Electronic Throttle Control ETC in all LS3 era C6 Corvettes eliminated any necessity
for throttle cable use and provided more precise metering of throttle plate actuation. All things
considered, the 6. Aside from its use in all base Corvette convertibles and coupes between the
years of and , the LS3 also served as the powerplant for several other General Motors offerings.
From to , the LS3 could be found under the hood of the Camaro SS, in both its coupe and
convertible forms. Additionally, the LS3 served as the powerplant of choice for the Chevy SS
between the years of and Today, the LS3 is still offered by GM on a crate engine basis.
Corvettes For Sale. Submit News. Share Tweet. Corvette Generation. C6 Corvette. Last updated:
January 4, See all results. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on
our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay,
thanks. Both the LS3 and L99 engine blocks can be pushed to to 1, horsepower. Both engines
use rectangle port cylinder heads and have a common 4. At first glance, these engines look very
similar. The easiest way to tell them apart is to check the 8th digit of the VIN code. The major
differences between these engines is the special technology used in the cylinder heads which
you can learn more about here. The rectangle port intakes flow well, but an aftermarket intake
can still make more power. Shorter runner intake manifolds and single-plane intakes make more
top-end power, but can lose just as much low-end torque. Make sure the intended power band
matches your gear ratio and torque converter. In addition to valve springs and rockers, the cam
needs to match the compression, torque converter, rear-end gears, etc. Piston-to-valve
clearance is very tight with cams over degree duration 0. The stock rockers are pedestal
mounted. High spring pressure over pounds can pull the bolts out of the cylinder head.
Converting to roller rockers and stud mounts is recommended for cams over 0. The factory fuel
pump will become a limitation around hp. Tuning the computer changes the fuel and ignition
curves to increase performance. Custom tuning requires more knowledge, but will provide even
better performance. More serious kits are available, but will require internal upgrades. Street
kits have lower settings that work with stock internals. More power requires higher settings and
upgrading the engine internals. The heads flow better and have thicker decks to maintain head
gasket seal. A wide range of runner and chamber volumes are available. Some also go from a
degree to a It reduces hot spots in cylinder 7 that can cause the piston rings to butt and crack
the piston. They will crack in high-horsepower engines. When stroking, choose a piston with
minimal skirt taper. This prevents the piston from rocking at BDC and scraping up the skirts.
They can handle about hp and 6, rpm in boosted applications. A broken crankshaft is bad news.
When you upgrade, a crankshaft with a longer stroke costs about the same and increases
displacement. The cylinders can be bored to 4. However, we recommended leaving them as
thick as possible when running boost. When bored and stroked, displacement can be as high as
c. The block can handle to horsepower. Information for this article originally appeared in this
Upgrading the Gen. Replacing the LS1 with an LS3 is a popular conversion. The LS1 engine
mounts, bellhousing pattern, and exhaust ports are the same. The LS1 water pump and
accessory drive can be used. Block Mods: LS1 knock sensors should be re-used for the correct
signal. This is achieved with the same CEI adapter harness noted in the knock sensor
extension. The LS3 has a 58x reluctor vs. Fuel: Fuel rail adapters are required if the car has a

return-style fuel system. The tuner will have LS3 injector characterization information.
Pingback: Ask Away! What about injectors? Yes trying to find out how much horsepower I have
on my Corvette it has a 6. Can you use a 24x 4. Looking at putting a ls3 in a sprint car running
on methonal not aloud electronic fuel induction looking at holly meth carb not sure what
manifold to use will upgrade cam and springs might do heads see how money goes any idea on
mechanical fuel pump. Is there anyway to get rid of the drive by wire for the LS3? Hey Evan,
short answer is yes. Because changing from a drive-by-wire to cable-driven throttle body is
actually a very big deal. If you want a cable throttle body and 58X, a stand-alone engine
management system like a Holley Terminator is the least expensive option. Have a LS-3 hp in
my Corvette, coupled to a 5 speed Tremick transmission. I am experiencing two problems. This
car is used on street. Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce
spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Author: Brian
Nutter After a stint in the U. The early part of his automotive career included working for engine
builders Scott Shafiroff and C. Batten, followed by several years developing performance
pistons at Wiseco Piston Co. Can you swap out an LS1 engine with an LS3 engine bell housing
motor supports ect? OnAllCylinders says: November 22, at pm. Hey Carroll. David Guiraud
says: December 13, at pm. John says: January 10, at am. Glenn says: March 10, at pm. Chaney
smith says: July 6, at pm. Jason says: August 15, at pm. Clarke Brown says: November 5, at am.
Brian Nutter says: November 16, at am. Jim Chamberlain says: January 14, at pm. Bruce Bryant
says: February 3, at am. Plug fouling. How hot can I go safely on plug sea level. Flordia 2. Bucks
badly in 5th gear without being on the throttle. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not
be published. UPS and FedEx are currently experiencing delays due to winter weather
conditions. Please allow additional handing time for orders. Want to learn why GPI makes the
best performing Camshafts you can buy! Want the complete Cam Install Package? Refer to Cam
Install Package above for the required components. Chevrolet Performance â€” Timing Cover
Gaskets Although these camshafts were designed with naturally aspirated motors in mind â€”
because centrifugal blowers maintain a very similar, linear power curve as NA â€” these cams
work beautifully with centrifugal blowers. Great option to keep in mind if you are naturally
aspirated now â€” but are later planning on adding boost. Works well with a stock torque
converter, offers stable idle, excellent low end torque, and smooth lobe design for quiet valve
train operation and longevity. We designed this camshaft for use in cars with minimal
modifications. It rivals the torque output of the SS1 but packs on about additional horsepower
up top. Strong to RPM. Very strong to RPM. Track tested, developed,and proven! All out
performance application. Very street able, requires plus converter, prefers 3. Track tested and
developed 10 second cam with heads and supporting mods. Strong to rpm. Specifically
designed to clear on stock heads and gaskets with no milling. Roman C. Kameron verified
owner â€” January 20, Ramond B. Gregory M. Anonymous verified owner â€” December 11,
Daniel Galvan verified owner â€” December 7, Thomas G. Number 1 on the market I must say.
Updated me every single day as to how far my package had made it and when to expect
delivery. Put the order in and recieved the package within about days. Everything was very
prompt. Will always order what I need from Gwatney Performance from now on out. Thanks
guys. Rene Sotelo verified owner â€” November 9, Mark Buffington verified owner â€”
September 15, Fast shipment, have installed the cam, but installation has not been completed.
Michael L. Mark S. Anthony Skinner verified owner â€” September 10, Adrian caballero verified
owner â€” September 9, Clyde Salas verified owner â€” August 31, John Bavaret verified owner
â€” August 14, Anthony Thompson verified owner â€” July 31, Jeffery H. Peyton G. Samuel
Espinoza verified owner â€” May 20, Adonis verified owner â€” May 12, Josh S. Ismael R.
Rashon Tate verified owner â€” April 7, Lakeivier Howard verified owner â€” April 5, Luis
Ricardo Pescador verified owner â€” April 2, Definitely worth the money and makes great power
to the wheels!! Also matched it with a 4K stall from tank and 3. Only logged in customers who
have purchased this product may leave a review. There are lots of factors that come in to play
with picking a cam, please feel free to message us at support gwatneyperformance. I would not
be in the s with a stock converter. Our SS1 will drive and operate with stock stall and good
tuning, but low-end performance is going to suffer. It needs a converter for that much cam
really. Cam selection, especially with a wheel goal NA on a LS3 requires more info than
compression and cylinder head choice. Please complete a custom cam worksheet here! If you
have any other questions we can answer - feel free to reach out to us at support
gwatneyperformance. The ranges of duration numbers that provide optimal performance for the
engine are quite narrow. As intake lift increases, peak torque and mid-high RPM horsepower will
increase as long as the other engine settings can sustain more intake volume. Exhaust Lift
determines how much area is available for combustion waste to escape the engine. As exhaust

lift increases from an inadequate amount, low RPM torque and peak torque will increase. Once
the lift number is greater than the engine package requires, peak torque will drop and high RPM
torque will increase slightly. The lobe separation angle is the angle in camshaft degrees
between the maximum lift points of the intake and exhaust lobes. It also affects the amount of
valve overlap the brief period of time when both the intake and exhaust valves are open. The
tighter the lobe separation angle, the peakier the power curve will be. It produces peak torque
earlierâ€”coming on quicker and stronger but also falling off quicker. A wide LSA reduces valve
overlap, softens the idle and improves overall drivability. Each crankshaft degree of change will
move the torque peak by RPM. All GPI cams are tested to determine the best centerline, and it
will be very close to optimal for all engine specs. Have a question about the next step of your
build, a product, the status of an order, or anything else? Here is the place to ask! Your
message have been received. We will message you back as soon as we have the first free
moment! Affirm designed its loans to offer you flexibility and control over your budget. Actual
rates will be shown at checkout. Affirm has a dedicated team in San Francisco at Affirm HQ,
ready to answer your questions and help out however they can. Unlike a credit card, Affirm is
not a revolving line of credit. While customers can take out multiple Affirm loans at once, each
Affirm loan application is evaluated separately as a closed-end transaction. An application from
a returning customer may be denied, however, if that customer has failed to repay other Affirm
loans on time or if the customer shows excessive borrowing behavior. You can pay your Affirm
bills online at They accept payment by debit card, bank transfer and check. When this happens,
Affirm provides a debit card down payment option so that you may still complete your purchase
right away. Affirm sometimes requires additional information to consider a credit application.
Such information may include an active checking account, which helps Affirm verify your
identity and your ability to repay the requested loan. If they prompt you for this information but
you are unable to provide it, Affirm will be unable to approve your credit application. See All
FAQs. Top Seller. Rated 4. Frequently purchased together Top Seller. Select options. Add to
cart. Customers who viewed this item also viewed these products LS3. Rated 5. Varies Based
on Options In Stock. Choose your spec. Valve Lift. LS3 Camshaft Media. View All. Complete cam
install packages. Reviews Rated 5 out of 5. Q Hello. Looking at an ss3 cam for my Trans Am.
Car occasionally used for autox, and is a tick stage 2 t56 car with a monster clutch, and ford 9
inch rear end 4. My pistons also have valve reliefs in them, so an ss4 wouldn't be out of the
question, however, driveability doesn't bother me. I drive it once or twice a week to work for fun
on the highway. I think ss3 would be the way to go and some. I already have trunnion upgraded
rockers. I also think 7. Thats what I'm currently running. Trying to get a little more out of my
build. Car makes now. Hoping to eclipse wheel. Thanks in advance! Asked by Chris Carrington
on February 21, pm. There are no answers for this question yet. Answer now. Q I'm doing a l96
6. This will be a daily driver but will see auto x and the strip on occasion. Motor is stock with
stock heads what cam and stall would be recommended? Weight with me should be around A
Hey Jason, thanks for checking with us. The SS2 is a nice cam for the 6. Will feel a little lazy till
you get it wound up. Couple it with around stall, you will have great chop, great drivability with a
strong mid range. Everything you'd want in a truck. Q I am running a 6. Looking for a good
streetable cam with a nice lope. Running a 4L80 auto with a stall converter. What is your
suggestion on a cam? A With a converter that size I would look at our SS1 cam. It is a high lift,
has a nice chop in it. Will work with a stock converter but the mild stall you have it will be just
about perfect. Will be loads of fun to make tire smoke at will and drive nice just cruising around.
Q What custom cam would you recommend for LSX A I sent you a link to the custom cam work
sheet. A This cam would not be the best choice for the LSX, this is set up for a 1. Could cause
some side loading on the valve stem. Depend on your valve springs, it would cause coil bind. Q
Looking for a good cam or custom spec cam for my 08 corvette ls3 manual car, just dropped in
forged pistons and rods car has a vortech supercharger should be around 12 pounds of boost it
made to the wheels before I put the forged internals in it now just looking to push it to its limits
answer now Asked by Javier on January 21, pm. A No need for a custom cam, our SS3 cam
would work great with your combo. That cam has a very similiar power curve to the vortech
supercharger. It has a great sound as well. It is one of out go to cams for the centri blower
setups. Q Hi I recently purchased this cam and I was just wondering about how long it takes to
ship. It's order number answer now Asked by Jared colebank on December 30, pm. A Looks like
that cam had to be ordered. Q What is the best oil to run with an ss2 cam. It is an l99 converted.
I am currently running Valvoline VR1 20w just wanted to double check and see if I can go back
to running 5w Q How much hp does the 3ss add to a Camero? A Depending on the mods that
are done, it could range from Q i have a c6 grand sport with a circle D stall converter not sure
on the brand of long tube headers the car has a CORDES performance cam and a very shitty
tune also from cordes i am throwing the p. S was wondering what cam would work with my

combo answer now Asked by jason potter on December 9, pm. A The SS3 is a good cam for you
engine combo but it may be a tad large for your converter on motor. Although if leaving on the
spray it should loosen up and be a pretty good set up. Let us know if we can help. Q Hi I'm
interested in purchasing the ss4 cam for my Camaro ss. Currently I'm running a BTR stage 3
cam and I was wondering if I would need to change the things it took to run that cam like
pushrods, springs, retainers ect. Any help would be greatly appreciated. A Depending on how
long you have been running the BTR3 I would consider replacing the valve springs, you should
be good on pushrod length unless you changed the gasket size or milled heads. The SS4nfc
does require a 4k stall if you are auto. Q C5 corvette6 speed with ss4 cam, what size heads and
type of intake and throttleboddy to get the most out of the cam? Stock gears too. A Please email
in to support gwatneyperfirmance. Q Can I run the SS2 cam in my 06 trailblazer ss? A Yes sir,
keep in mind Converter and increased rear end gear ratios recommended. Q I have a lq4 stock
bottom end with ls3 heads. Thanks for your time. A SS1 will work better in this setup. Q Which
cam would be best? I have a m6 ss with a cold air intake and looking into long tube headers to
go along with the cam. Plan on staying NA until I cant get some extra funds to. Answered by the
admin There are lots of factors that come in to play with picking a cam, please feel free to
message us at support gwatneyperformance. The car made rwhp with this cam, kooks mids,
cold air, full exhaust and typical bolt ons. I also did a trunion upgrade,. Now I am porting the
throttle body, going to a rod mod intake, angle milling the heads, switching to Kooks long tubes
and going to 3. As this is my daily driver I am trying to keep the build a bit conservative while
still making decent power. I am trying to keep the build somewhat tame and was thinking a
Answered by the admin I would not be in the s with a stock converter. Will your ss4 work for
me? A Absolutely! Q What would be the best cam for an 08 A6 vette? Car gets drove 3 to 4
times a week and raced on the weekends. Pretty much have decided on the SS3 but wanted
your suggestion. Car will be full bolt ons and plan on doing the rod mod intake as well.
Answered by the admin Hey Shane. The SS3 is a great all-around camshaft. It will require a stall
for best driveability and performance at the track. We'd love to chat. Give us a call at or email us
at support gwatneyperformance. Q I am building an ls3 with I have the trick flow genx heads. A
Cam selection, especially with a wheel goal NA on a LS3 requires more info than compression
and cylinder head choice. Q How do you think the ss4 cam would run in a gbody Monte carlo? I
have the tick sns 3 but want more it's a 6. Answered by the admin On a 6. Are there any issues
with valve clearance with factory heads that have been milled. Answered by the admin Yes. Q I
was wondering what the cam specs are for the SS3? Thank you answer now Asked by Trever
Carson on October 19, am. Search for:. Contact US. Current Mods:. Order :. Just send it.
Contact Form. Thank you for contacting us! Ask Us! Provide a valid U. Buy with Affirm is not
currently available to West Virginia residents. The phone account must be registered in your
name. Provide your full name, email address, date of birth, and the last 4 digits of your social
security number to help us verify your identity. Choose an option Yes No Clear. The LS3 series
is the go-to engine for vintage truck and muscle car resto-mods. In addition to Chevrolet
Performance engines, Pace brings exclusive turn-key crate engines to you ready to drop in and
go. Get on the road faster with an LS3 swap kit with components designed to fit and run
smoothly together. The LS3 is filled with components designed for high performance and
longevity. The aluminum block is filled with a sturdy reciprocating assembly that combines with
Ltype rectangular-port heads to deliver a Whether you're on the street or track, the LS Series is
an excellent choice. LS Engines by Pace Performance gives you more power for your
investment and streamlines your build process. Our techs have developed several turn-key
engine builds based on years of experience and customer requests for complete, one box, one
part number, one price packages. These crate engines are high-performance drop-in engines
offering substantially more horsepower than the factory original. Crate engines or crate motors
from BluePrint Engines offer a custom builder
radio wire diagram 1966 ford mustang wiring 1988
trailer breakaway kit wiring diagram
how to change headlight on pontiac g6
, hot rodder, or kit car builder an engine that is ready to drop in the vehicle. Our plug-and-play
engines can streamline your process and give you both the muscle and consistent performance
top builders expect. Watch the dyno testing and hear for yourself what the plug-and-play Pace
Performance ci engine sounds like. Orders may take longer than usual to process due to
manufacturers having issues receiving and shipping parts. If you need to know if a part is in
stock, please call prior to placing your order. We are doing everything within our control to ship
orders as soon as possible. Blueprint Performance These crate engines are high-performance
drop-in engines offering substantially more horsepower than the factory original. Custom LS3

from Pace Performance Our plug-and-play engines can streamline your process and give you
both the muscle and consistent performance top builders expect. Password Forgot Password?
FAQ Check out popular questions. Contact Us We'll reply within 24 hours.

